Samurai Psychology

...

The Labour of Order is the Power of Chaos
The Labour of Slave is the Power of Master
The Labour of Responsibility is the Power of Freedom
The Labour of Life is the Power of Creation
The Labour of Creation is the Power of Love
The Labour of Forgiveness is the Power of Peace
The Labour of Sharing is the Power of Receiving
The Labour of Understanding is the Power of Knowledge
The Labour of Knowledge is the Power of Wisdom
The Labour of Love is the Power of God
The Labour of God is the Power of Love

...

Ashes Mi

Samurai Psychology
Samurai Psychology is a Psychology based on both the Samurai and Ninja. The 4
simple constructs are Yin, Yang, Alpha and Omega. The Relationship's are Power and
Labour, where Master “IS” Slave, Power “IS” Labour.

If there is a healthy natural Imbalance, an Equal and Opposite Imbalance is needed to
Fill the Emptiness. Opposites attract greatest when they balance.
Yang - Male - Alpha - Left Brain
Alpha Alpha's are Competitive by nature.
Alpha Alphas compete against other Alpha Alpha's for the Omegas.
All Alpha's Protect and Cooperate with Omega's.
Alpha Beta's are Weak Alpha's, and do what they are told by the Alpha Alpha and
Stronger Alpha Beta's.
There can only be One Alpha Alpha at the top for Peace within the Alpha's Social
Structure (A.S.S.)
Detachment, Ego and Fear (Competition)
Power Attacks Power and Desires Labour
The 4 Male Alpha Types.
Alpha Alpha - Jesse Ventura, Gordon Ramsay, Alexander The Great
Alpha Omega - Howard Stern, Bruce Lee
Omega Alpha - Joe Rogan, Alex Jones, Genghis Khan
Omega Omega - David Icke, Chuck Norris, Jesus Christ

Yin - Female - Omega - Right Brain
Omega's cooperate with other Omegas and control the Alpha's they serve.
Omega Beta's are Weaker or Younger Omegas.
Omega Beta's Mature into Omega's and cooperate with other Omega's.
There can be many Omega's together for Peace within the Omega Social Structure
(O.S.S.)
Empathy, Oneness and Love (Corroperation)
Labour Defends Labour and Desires Power
The 4 Female Omega Types.
Omega Omega - Jane Addams
Omega Alpha - Cleopatra
Alpha Omega - Joan of Arc
Alpha Alpha - Margaret Thatcher
Omegas Serve while Alphas Protect, in Balance they serve and protect each other.
Omega is Inside, Alpha is Outside. Alpha is the hard skin to protecting it's Soft Heart the
Omega, without Omega, Alpha suffers. Alpha's Defend all Omega's. As Omega's
Receive they Share, as Alphas Share they Receive.
The Omega Balances the Alpha. Alpha's go crazy till they have Omega's to bring their
Power into focus. Without the Slave Controlling Master the Master is Powerless. Power
is only as great as the Labour that controls it.
Omegas do not Attack they Defend. Omega's Defend the Underdog more than
themselves. Never stand between a Mother Bear and her cubs. Omegas will Defend
their Labour from Attack. Alphas will Defend their Labour from Attack. Alphas Do Not
Attack Omegas. Men do not Harm Woman unless it's Illness. Illness attacks people
through people and Love Heals people through people.
Softest Male (Alpha Omega Omega's) are about Empathy, Oneness and Love. They
welcome Suggestions not Orders. Because their Cooperation Based, their non
competitive. These males do not want to be followed as they are Omega, and they do
not want to be Lead as they are Alpha, they want to Live and let Live.
Softest Female (Omega Omega Omega's) are the Softest of Omegas and are Maternal
and Feminine, they Desire Power and Defend Labour.
Strongest Male (Alpha Alpha Alpha's) are the Strongest of Alphas and are Paternal and
Masculine, they Desire Labour and Attack Power.

The Arrow's direction is the “Sex Type, and the length is the “Frequency”, the greater
the Arrow the greater the “Frequency”. Yin and Yang are the Intensity of the sex, the
greater the imbalance, the greater the “Intensity” of the experience.
Below - Yin and Yang are in Balance, this is Asexual. There is no Sexual arrow, so no
Attracting Sex Tpye. There is no Attraction for Alpha or Omega. Power and Labour
are Balanced. Yin and Yang are Asleep. To be Asleep.

Below - Yang is becoming greater than Yin. The Arrow's Sexual Direction is from Alpha
towards Omega. The Sexual intensity where Power is Greater than it's Labour. Power
needs Greater Labour to Balance it. Yang Seeks Yin to Teach. To Teach.

Below - Yang is becoming greater yet. As Power becomes Greater than it's Labour,
Power needs Greater Labour to Balance it. Sexual intensity develops further. As Alpha
Desires Omega, Yang Seeks Yin to Train. To Train.

Below - Yang is becoming greater again. As Power becomes Greater than it's Labour,
Power needs Greater Labour to Balance it. Sexual intensity is extream. As Alpha
Desires Omega, Yang Seeks Yin to Discipline. To Discipline.

Below – Yin become's Greater than Yang. As Labour becomes Greater than it's Power,
Labour needs Greater Power to Balance it. Sexual intensity develops. As Omega
Desires Alpha, Yin Seeks Yang to be Taught. To be Taught.

Below - Yin is becoming greater yet. As Labour becomes Greater than it's Power,
Labour needs Greater Power to Balance it. Sexual intensity develops further. As
Omega Desires Alpha, Yin seeks Yang to be Trained. To be Trained.

Below - Yin is becoming greater yet again. As Labour becomes Greater than it's Power,
Labour needs Greater Power to Balance it. Sexual intensity is extream. As Omega
Desires Alpha, Yin seeks Yang to be Disciplined. To be Disciplined.

Below - Bisexual attraction occures when Omega and Alpha Desire Each other. Yin
Seeks Yang to be Taught. To be Taught.

Below - Yang is much greater than Yin. As Power becomes Greater than it's Labour,
Power needs Greater Labour to Balance it. Sexual intensity is extream. As Omega
Desires Alpha, Yang Seeks Yin to Discipline. To Discipline. Female Dominatrix

Below - Yin is much greater than Yang. As Labour becomes Greater than it's Power,
Labour needs Greater Power to Balance it. Sexual intensity is extream. As Alpha
Desires Omega, Yin seeks Yang to be Disciplined. To be Disciplined. Male Submissive

Chapter 1. In the Beginning

Once upon a time, there was time...
and for the first time in time, energy and matter existed, leaving invisible trails of dark matter in their
wake of existence. Where did the time go? It went into the past.
The past was written into the dark matter.
Living Space was running out of itself as the dark matter grew and grew. Without 'the time' nothing
could exist, and all physical experience in the early universe would end.
...
Baby black holes would devour countless stars. The energy they ate was sometimes greater than their
little cosmic bellies could embrace. From the north and south poles of these black holes, were blazing
currents of light that would shine brighter than anything else in the early universe.
Dark energy gushed out of these powerful bright jet streams.
It was this dark energy, created from these black holes, that helped the early universe to expand,
pushing newborn swirling galaxy's away from one another, as their titanic 'time' flooded the early
universe and created, experience...
...but there was no living awareness to experience these experience's.
"Experience of Experience is Existence"
...

The Great Spirit began to posses matter 'as life', on the baby planets, in the budding puddles and
oceans, as single celled plants and bacteria.
This simple form of life experienced only the 'Now'. There was no past, no future, only the now
existed in the experience. The Great Spirit was only...Aware.
“Experience of Existence is Awareness”
...
Out of this microscopic food chain of simple Awareness, developed a new form of life called animal.
Living inside of the animal existed the same ecosystem of awareness's as bacteria and antibodies, but in
the animal existed a higher sense of Awareness.
“Experience of Awareness's is Consciousness”
...
In some animals evolved a higher level of Consciousness. In these animals it was believed felt
happiness and love towards each other and collectively felt themselves as one. Perhaps it was the bees
who first felt this Ultimate Love of one another. It was these animals who experienced Oneness.
“Experience of Consciousness's is Oneness”
...
As animals had living experiences exist inside of themselves,
planets would have living experiences exist inside of themselves.

“Experience of Oneness's is Lucifer”
Planetary Experience
...

Lucifers would develop symptoms of disease when things were out of balance. Animals that had
conquered nature and developed great knowledge, began to feed off of their host planet, and instead of
behaving like a good antibody inside of a living animal, they behaved like virus and would feed off of
the planet until there was nothing left. Lucifer's would try to stop these 'infections' from spreading
inside of 'Themselves' by using disease, fires, famines or floods.
Sadly some of the animals who only ever developed Consciousness were able to break free of their host
planet. It was these Self driven animals that from the bigger picture, acted like a virus in the universe.
They would infected and enslaved all of the worlds they discovered. It was these creatures who always
brought hellfire, furry, grief and suffering. These were the destroyers of worlds, and therefore, the
destroyers of the Great Spirit's Experience's.
The infection of the “Self” had to be contained in the universe.
Happily there were other animals who had developed Oneness with Love. These creatures spread life
in the universe, and like a healthy antibody, removed or healed the infection of Self's disastrous rule on
their host planet, or in the cosmos.
Over time more planets developed and orbited suns, while galaxies formed and orbited black holes.
Universe beyond universe, beyond space, beyond time, beyond all that could ever have been imagined,
was the Greatest Experience of all...The Experience of all Experience's, The Great Spirit.
The Great Spirit experienced Love and Fear, Pain and Pleasure,
and experienced our universe through our eyes, ears and other senses.
"Experience of all Experience is God Consciousness"
...
If Meaning means to "Exist" and everything that Exists has Meaning.
If the meaning of life is life's Meaning the meaning of Life is "Life".
...

"Ashes Mi"

When we thought we were in our Right Minds,
we were in our Wrong Minds
When we thought we were in Love,
we were in Fear
When we thought we were Healthy,
we were Sick
When we thought we were Together,
we were Divided
When we thought we were Many,
we were Alone
When we thought we were Safe,
we were in Crisis
When we thought we were Living,
we were Dieing
When we thought we were Alive,
we were Dead
When we thought we were Free,
we were Slaves
When we thought we were Power,
we were Labor
When we thought we were Rich,
we were Poor
When we thought we were Poor,
we were Rich
When we thought we were Parents,
we were Children
When we thought we Knew,
we were Unknowing
When we thought we were Right,
we were Wrong
When we thought we were Wrong,
we were Right

...
The Great Spirits Greatest Gift
Decay your loneliness, by making full use of my greatest gift to mankind, which is mankind.
Feel my alleged absence, as proof, for the paradox that I exist and have always existed.
Let me in by letting me out.

...
Dark Energy
Lonely Existence,
a space varying abysses,
composed from a nugget,
forced from the gravity’s of black suns,
creates the illusion of a light quicker than light.
Candles Ray fixed in a space and a time,
gliding with edges of edgeless endless emptiness,
In a blazing vacuum, going nowhere, never encounter.
Seas rippling with infinite waves inside of countless oceans.
Raging dusts twist slowly to the ancient rhythms of a chaotic harmony so hollow,
that timeless silvery echoes chatter to themselves.
Linear Circles broken with a Cosmic Tangent,
the paradox invents it's reality,
change is it's root.
Myths describing a science and art, Myths explaining a scripture.
Monks in bleached robes harbour explanations,
while Artists in ivory smocks depict with limited senses,
the abstract divinity so simple,
with feel, sound, sight, smell and taste,
subtracting the senses for a greater description of Myth,
a harmony discovered with DMT.

...

...
More Then Than
There is more to Oneness than there is to Separateness
because...
There is more to Love than there is to Fear
There is more to Sharing than there is to Keeping
because...
There is more to Others than there is to Self
There is more to Forgiveness than there is to Judgement
because...
There is more to Healing than there is to Punishment
There is more to Honesty than there is to Truth
because...
There is more to Enlightenment than there is to Knowledge
There is more to Learn than there is to Teach
because...
There is more to Experience than there is to Explore
There is more to Life than there is to Life
because...
There is more to The Great Spirit than there is to The Great Spirit

...

...
The Anguish of Forgiveness

Love fear and all of the feelings spored are what create this reality.
These are the cause and effect of compassion and true forgiveness.
Ask for my help in walking through the anguish of forgiveness.
Do everything in your power to learn to forgive the ones who were sick and hurt you,
not for just them, but for others as well as yourself.
Never give up the hope that someday your ex-suffering will be able to help the ones
who were sick and hurt you, as well as those who suffered like you.
Learn all this by practicing to Love Everyone

...

String Theory with Fractal Binary
Fractal Binary is a type of physics mathamatics that uses waves in performing it's calcuations, it can
also be used to describe string theory. Frequency Bits, (Numbers), are generated as positive and
negative Wave Sets. These Wave Sets are then added and subtracted together 'at the same time'.
'Many Math Calculations' occur inside of a 'Single Calculation'

